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Skiing in Celestial Mountains 12 days
Ski touring is unforgettable in winter in Kyrgyzstan. In the Suusamyr highlands, Song-Kul and Jergalan.

Discover the Kyrgyz winter landscapes.

Day 1: Bishkek
We will meet at the Manas international airport and transfer to Bishkek. Rest in a guesthouse or hotel. Visit the
capital city Bishkek and its center, contrasted city of Soviet architecture but with nice parks and superb walks. 
You will visit the Osh Grand Bazaar, walk along its bustling alleyways, and see its artisanal goods, its cultural 
contrasts between Chinese specialties and dried fruits from the Middle-East.

Transfer: 45 min;
Accommodation: guesthouse or hotel

 
Day 2: Transfer to Suusamyr
3 hour transfer to Suussamyr Valley. The Too-Ashuu flight at 3200 m altitude on the big chain of northern 
Kyrgyz Ala-Too.

Transfer: 3h
 
Day 3-4-5-6: Suussamyr
The Suusamyr Valley - a huge valley known by its summer pastures and with thousands of possibilities for
the skiers. 

Elevation between 700-1300 m.
 
Day 7: Transfer to Kochkor
Transfer along the beautiful wild river Kokomeren and the gorge. We will cross the whole Jumgal valley.

Transfer: 6h
Accommodation: guest house.

 
Day 8: Discovery of the canyons
We discover Lake Issyk-Kul, the southern shore which is known for its wild landscapes. Walk in the Ak-saï, 
Skazka and Jeti-Oguz canyons. Arrival in Karakol.

Transfer: 5h
Accommodation: guest house.

 
Day 9-10: Jergalan
After the1 hours  transfer  we will start our  skiing in the valley of Jergalan.

Accommodations: yurt
 
Day 11: Bishkek
Return to Bishkek by the north shore of the lake. On the road opportunity to enjoy the hot springs.

Transfer: 6h
Accommodation: hotel
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Day 12: Return flight
Transfer: 45 min
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